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SAFETY SUGGESTIONS
YOU MUST READ THIS MANUAL CAREFULLY
Kitewing riding must be taken seriously. Lessons and guidance from
experienced riders are recommended. Use extreme caution when using a
Kitewing. Wear a helmet. Use of knee, elbow, and hip pads is advised. On the
ice, carry rescue picks worn outside of all clothing.
Improper use of the Kitewing may result in serious injury or death to yourself
and others. Take the time to become familiar with your Kitewing. Remember
that you are responsible for your own safety—and the safety of others—
when using a Kitewing. Ride within your limits. The Kitewing is not intended as
a flying device. Kitewing does not recommend jumping or flying with the wing.

WARRANTY
Kitewing LLC takes pride in the wing. We seek to provide the ultimate
support to folks who ride the wing or sail on the ice and snow. Kitewing will
not cover normal wear and tear. Kitewing will not cover broken components
which have been modified, components which break due to jumping, flying, or
sailing with a harness.
Send us a detailed description of your issue with JPEG images to illustrate a
broken component. We want to know how you broke your wing. We can
learn from you. It is also easier to determine whether or not we will send you
a new part free of charge.
Work with us and we will work for you.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
By assembling and/or using Kitewing LLC products, you agree that you have
read and understood this entire manual, including all instructions and warnings
contained herein, prior to using the Kitewing LLC product in any way. You
additionally agree that you will ensure any additional or subsequent user of
the Kitewing LLC product will read and understand the entire Kitewing LLC
manual, including all instructions and warnings contained herein, prior to
allowing that person to use your Kitewing LLC product.
Assumption of risk: Use of the Kitewing LLC product and any of its
components involve certain inherent risks, dangers, and hazards, which can
result in serious personal injury and death to both the user and non user
parties. In using the Kitewing LLC product, you freely agree to assume and
accept any and all known and unknown risks of injury to you and to non user
third parties while using this equipment. The risks inherent in this sport can be
greatly reduced by abiding by the warning guidelines listed in this manual and
by using common sense.
Release and waiver of claims: In consideration of the sale of the Kitewing
LLC product to you, you hereby agree to the fullest extent permitted by
law, as follows: To waive any and all claims that you have or may in the future
have against Kitewing LLC and all related parties resulting from use of the
Kitewing LLC product and any of its components. To release Kitewing LLC
and all related parties from any and all liability for any loss, damage, injury or
expense that your next of kin may suffer, as a result of the use of the Kitewing
LLC product, due to any cause whatsoever, including negligence or breach
of contract on the part of Kitewing LLC and all related parties in the design
or manufacture of the Kitewing LLC product and any of its components. In
the event of your death or incapacity all provisions contained herein shall be
effective and binding upon your heirs, next of kin, executors, administrators,
assigns and representatives. Kitewing LLC related parties have not made and
expressly deny any oral or written representations other than what is set
forth herein.
Thank you for purchasing a Kitewing LLC product.
Happy sailing, sunshine and wind.
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Insert tip wand to front
tube round side to the
front. Fasten webbing from
tip wand to buckle on sail.
Tighten web straps evenly.

ASSEMBLY:

Ensure tip wand is completely engaged
to socket at end of front tube.

Fold the sail with bracket holes visible.
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Install battens. The shorter
battens with reflex curve go
outboard.

Insert front tubes to sleeves
in sail. Brackets on front tube
align with holes in sail.
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Fasten reflex strap. Fasten outhaul to cleat at end of boom.

DISASSEMBLY:
To disassemble, simply reverse the order of steps. “Last in, first out.”
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Fasten Y tubes. Ensure snap
pin engages hole in Y tube.
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Push down on boom with
a knee on the front tube to
fasten cross tube.

